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EIGENVALUES OF HOPF MANIFOLDS

ERIC BEDFORD1 AND TATSUO SUWA2

Abstract.   The eigenvalues of the Laplacians A and D on the Hopf

manifolds are described. Some isospectral results are also given.

On a complex manifold M there are the de Rham and Dolbeault complexes,

with operators d and 3, respectively. If we fix a hermitian metric on the

manifold M, then d and 3 will have formal adjoints S and b with respect to the

hermitian volume element. With these, we define the real Laplacian A

= d8 + 8d and the complex Laplacian D = 3b + bd. We have A = 2 □

= 2 D if M is Kahler.

In this note, we study the eigenvalues of the Laplacians A and D on the

Hopf manifolds Ma, 0 < |a| < 1, which are not Kahler. The notation

Sp (M,A) will be used to denote the eigenvalues with multiplicity (spectrum)

of the operator A on the manifold M. In Theorem 1, the eigenvalues of A and

□ are described. The computation of the eigenfunctions shows that the

eigenspaces of D refine those of A. Some isospectral results are also given. For

a in a certain domain, Sp (Ma, A) determines Ma up to isometry (Theorem 2).

Moreover, it is shown that for "most" values of a, Ma may be determined up

to isometry from either Sp (Ma, A) or Sp (Ma, D ) (Theorem 3).

Let W denote the Ai-dimensional complex vector space C" = {z\z

= (¿i,... ,zn)} minus the origin; W = C" — {0), and let a be a complex

number with 0 < |a| < 1. Consider the analytic automorphism ga of W

defined by gaizx,. ..,zn) = (az,,.. .,azn). The group Ga generated by ga is

an infinite cyclic group acting on W freely and properly discontinuously. Thus

the quotient Ma = W/Ga is an Ai-dimensional complex manifold, which is

called a (homogeneous) Hopf manifold. It is easy to see that Ma is diffeomor-

phic toi1 XS2""1, where Sr denotes the standard r-sphere (cf. the proof of

Lemma 3). If n = 1, Ma is the complex torus whose lattice is generated by 1

and (277/)~ log a, and if ai > 1, Ma is a non-Kähler manifold. The hermitian

metric

(o g = imp2 ¿ dz,dz„    luii2 = i z-zh
i= l ;-1
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on W is Ga-invariant. Hence, it induces a hermitian metric on Ma. From now

on we think of Ma as a hermitian manifold with this metric. It is easy to check

that if n = 1, Ma is a flat torus. If a is real, Ma is isometric to Sl X S2n~l as

a riemannian manifold. We denote by C°°(A/a) the space of complex valued

smooth functions on Ma. Consider the real and complex Laplacians A and □

induced by the hermitian metric on Ma. Since the operator b maps a (p,q)-

form to a (p,q — l)-form, we have

(2) A = D + O   onex(Ma).

A straightforward computation [3, p. 97] shows that the complex Laplacian

on(2°°(A7a)is

D = "í|z||2¿ dfdI + {n-])^^dT-i=l oz,dz, /=1     ¡)zi

Let

n g2

be the standard Laplacian on C". Moreover, let % be the space of harmonic

polynomials of type (p,q), i.e., the polynomials / on C such that A0/

= 0 and/(z) = 2^-,;^-, c^f, where u = (px,... ,pn) and v

= {yx,... ,vn) are «-tuples of nonnegative integers, |/i| = 2"=i M,-> kl

= 2f=, r„ and z" = zf • • • #, z" = z,"' •••??.

Lemma 1. For/ G 3C.. and for a complex number y,

(3) D (llzllV) - Hy/2)2 - (/» + ?)y/2 + 0(« - 1))||*||7.

Proof. Since A0/ = 0, we have

+("-.-l)iwr|.|.
Substituting

"3/ "       3/
2 z¡t~ = Pf   and    2 z¡^= = qf
¡-i   '9z/      w ,_i   '3z,

in the above equation, we get (3). Q.E.D.

Let to be a complex number such that e2ma = a. Since |a| < 1, we have

Im« > 0.
Definition. For nonnegative integers p and q, let 1^, be the set of complex

numbers y which can be expressed as y = —y] + y2 with Re yx = p, Re y2

= -q, and Re((y, + y2)w) G Z.

Remarks. 1°. yx + y2 1S in tne lattice dual to the one generated by 1 and w

(cf. [1, p. 146]).
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2°. Let a = Re to and b = Im to. Then

(4) rM - {-if + q) + {{aip -q)- k)/b)i\k E Z}.

Lemma 2. For / G %p¡q, the function \\z\\yf is Ga-invariant if and only if

y  E Tp,q-

Proof. ||z||Y/is (/„-invariant if and only if \a\yapäq = 1, or equivalently,

f Re y = -(p + q) and

\_ -Im to • Im y + (/? - q) Re to = k,    for some k E Z.

In view of (4), this is equivalent to y G Tpq. Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. The vector subspace of ß°°(A/a) generated by lL,9>0{||zHY/l/

G %M,y G TM) is dense in e°°(Ma).

Proof. Consider the unit (2ai - l)-sphere S2n~' = {z G C|||z|| = l}.The

map <p: Rxi2H -» W defined by m(/,z,,... ,z„) = (ewz,,... ,<?wz„)

is clearly a diffeomorphism. Moreover, <p induces a diffeomorphism, which we

denote also by <p, from S1 X S2"~] onto Ma, where S] = R/Z. Take a

function Hzipywith/ G %pq and y E Tpq. The pullback of ||z||Vby <p is given

by

((||z||V) ° <f)it,z) = exp(2«i/(iY Im to + pto - fO))/(r) = e2"''*'/(z),

where ac = Re((y[ + y2)s) e ^. On the other hand, the vector subspace of

e°°(5') generated by the functions [e2,,ik'}keZ is dense in S00^1) and the

harmonic polynomials are dense in ß°°(S2"-1) [1, p. 160]. Q.E.D.

Theorem 1. (i) The eigenvalues of D oai Qx(Ma) are |y|2/4 + 67(ai - 1), p, q

(ii) The eigenvalues o/A oai e°°(Ma) are |y|/2 + {p + <7)(ai - 1), p, q E Z+,

y E Tpq, where Z+ denotes the nonnegative integers.

Proof. If y G L^, we have -(y/2)2 - {p + q)y/2 + q{n - 1) = |y|2/4

+ c7(ai - 1). The theorem follows from (2), Lemmas 1-3, and Lemma ATI. 1

in [1, p. 143]. Q.E.D
Now let us discuss the isospectral problem. Let o + bi = to = (2tti )~ log a

as before. Since a — (2tt)~ arg a, we may assume that \a\ < \. Note that if

|a| = j, then a is real and Ma is isometric to S1 X S2"~l.

Theorem 2. Suppose (i) b > l/2\/2n + 1 or (ii) |a| < b\/2n + 1. Then

Sp (A/a, A) determines Ma up to isometry, namely, Sp (Ma, A) = Sp (Ma-, A)

implies Ma is isometric to Ma>.

Proof. Let

a' + b'i = to' = (27Ti)_1log a',        |a'| < \.

If Sp (Ma,A) = Sp (Ma-,A), then the volumes of Ma and A/„< are the same [1,

Corollaire E.IV.2, p. 216], see also [4]. This implies |a| = \a'\ or equivalently

b = b'. Consider the eigenvalues
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\(p,q,k,a^) = (p + qf/2 + (¿>Hp -q)~ k)2/2b2 + (/» + «?)(« - 1),

/», q E Z+, k E Z, of A on e°°(MaW), v = 0, 1, a(0) = a, a(1) = a'. Note that

if /» + q > 2, then Xip,q,k,aM) > 2« and that Xip,q,k,a(p)) = 0 if and only

if /» = <? = A: = 0.
Case (i). b > \/2\/2n + 1. Since |a| < j, we have

A(l,0,0,a) = a2/2b2 + n - \ < 2a2(2n + 1) + n - \ < $(2/i + 1) + « - |

= 2«.

Similarly, we have A(1,0,0, a') < 2«. Hence, we have

X(l,0,0,a) = X(px,qx,kx,a')    and    A(l,0,0,a') = X(p2,q2,k2,a)

for some /»•, ç- G Z+ and fy G Z with 0 < /^ + ^ < 1,/ = 1,2. If px + qx
= 1, we have a2 = (a' ± kx) . Since |a^| < j, v — 0, 1, we get a' = ±a. If

p2 + q2 = 1, we also get a' = ±a. If p} + q}■ = 0,j = 1, 2, we have a2 - a'2

= Z:2 - k2 . Since |a2 - a'2| < \, we get a' = ±a.

Case (ii). 0 < b < 1/2V2/I + 1, |a| < b^2n + 1. We have

A(l, 0,0,ö) = —; + n-~<n + ^ + n-T = 2n.
26 ¿ 1 i

On the other hand

fc2

A(0,0,rc,a') = —j > 2/V2(2« + 1) > 2«,    for |Â:| > 1.
26

Hence, we have A(1,0,0,a) = X(px,qx,kx,a'), with px + qx = 1. Thus, we get

a' = ±a.

If a' — —a, then a = ci and the diffeomorphism W ^> W defined by

(zj,... ,z„) Y-* (Zj,... ,zn) induces an isometry between Ma and A/0.. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3. Suppose a and b are algebraically independent over Q. Then Mtt

may be determined up to isometry from either Sp (Ma, A) or Sp (Ma, D ).

Proof. We show that Sp (Ma, D) determines |a| and 6. The same argument

with only small modifications will apply to Sp (Ma,A). Let a' be a complex

number with a' + ib' = (27r/)_1log a1, — | < a' < \. We shall assume that

Sp(A/a, D) = Sp(A/a ■, D) and show that |a| = |a'| and 6 = 6'. Since the

volume of Ma determines 6, and the volume of Ma is determined by the

asymptotic behavior of the spectrum (see, for instance, Gilkey [4]), it follows

that 6 = 6'. Let

X(p,q,k,a,b) = (p + q)2/4 + (a(p - q) - k)2/4b2 + (n - \)q.

It is easily seen that the linear span of {62A|A G Sp (Ma, O)} over Q is the

linear span over Q of {l,a,a2,62}. Thus if Sp (Ma, D) = Sp (Ma>, □), then

[l,a,a2,b2} and [\,a',(a') ,b2} have the same linear span over Q. Thus there

exist rationals n, r¡, 1 < / < 4, such that

á — /} + ar2 + a2r3 + b2r4,        (a')   = rx' + ar2 + a2r'3 + b2r'A.
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By the algebraic independence of a and b, it follows by squaring the left-hand

equation that r3 = r4 = 0. Thus a' — rx + ar2.

Now we show that rx — 0, r2 = ±1. Observe that if

Sp(Ma, D) = Sp(Ma,,D)

then for integers ip,q,k) there exists {p',q',k') such that

(5) Xip,q,k,a,b) = X{p',q',k',rx + ar2,b).

Conversely, for ip',q',k') there exists {p,q,k). Multiplying (5) by b2 and

comparing the coefficients of 1 and a2, we obtain

(6) k2 = Up' - q')rx - k')2,

(7) (p - q)2 = ((/ - q')r2)2.

Since (7) must always have integer solutions, r2 = ±1. From equation (6) it

follows that A-, must be an integer, and so rx = 0 since -\ < a' < \. Thus |a|

and b are determined.   Q.E.D.

Remarks. 1. If n = 1, Ma and Ma. are biholomorphic, as is well known, if

and only if (" ) = «(") for some u E SL (2, Z), where

to = (27Ti)    loga    and   to' = (27Ti)    loga'.

If ai > 2, Ma and Ma> are biholomorphic, by Hartogs' theorem, if and only if

a' = a [2, Theorem 15.1].

2. It does not seem easy to find the dimension (multiplicity) of each

eigenspace. The dimension of %pq can be computed as follows. Let 9p q denote

the space of polynomials on C" of type {p,q) and set r = \\z\\. Observe that

%k, the harmonic polynomials homogeneous of degree Ac, is subdivided into

the spaces %M, i.e., %k = ®p+q=kC^P,q- This may be done since A0 maps 9pq

into '5P/,_1(?_1. By repeating the argument in Berger [1, p. 161], we may

conclude that for p > q,

%,q  =  ^p,q ® r   ^-1,0-]  ® ' ' " ® r  9<Xp-q,0'

and the summands are pairwise orthogonal in L2(S2"~'). Thus, ÍP    = %

© r29p_Xa_x from which it follows that

dim %pq = dim %q - dim ^p-\A-\ ■

Since

^,,=("-;+')r;+i)
we get

d.m^(»T')(»+r)-(";^2)e;-i2>
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